
1.    Project Summary / Overview 
Executive Summary. Succinctly articulate scope of  
project/s (be very concise—you will flesh out below): 
 • problem statement  
 • purpose 
 • objectives and desired outcomes

2.    Client Interview & Research 
Interview your client or a similar local org. Write down key 
issues you are struggling with or would like further informa-
tion on. How has this group, org. or person dealt with your 
project’s goals? How do they reach their audience? Prepare 
a minimum of 5 questions. What are your “clients’” pressing 
concerns. Record the research.

3.  Message  In one sentence state the single most important 
thing you want to communicate. What’s the most persua-
sive message the work will state to reach its audience?

4.    Target Audience/s Interview & Research 
Describe all target audiences— the more precise and 
detailed the better. Go beyond age and sex to include 
demographics and psychographics. Write 5–8 questions 
specific to your project. Gather a group of people that meet 
your audience description and interview them with your 
questions. You will rely on these people for user testing. 
How would you determine if the project was a success? 

4.   Ideal Audience Response to project  
Describe the ideal response from audience. Write a concise 
statement of the effect the piece will have on audience—
express this as an action. 

5.  a) Proposed formats, b) Context & c) Distribution 
Multiple ideas are ok. a) Describe how your format incorpo-
rates multiple levels information (narrative/information struc-
tures (see below)  [books, posters, 2-d folded pieces, web 
sites, interactive displays, experiences, etc]. Keep in mind 
appropriateness to the audience and context? b) Where and 
how will your audience be reached? c) Describe how your 
audience find receive/find the piece/s. 

6.  Inventory Outline (pg 10)

Turn-in final inventory outline sheet. Link to goals + strategy. 

7.  Image (Mood) Board (Flickr post)

11x17 inch image board—must address audience—board  
is  a collection of printed material that reflects the look and 
feeling of your project. Use this to brainstorm concepts. 
Must include your audience description and format ideas. 
May include: colors + textures, type/typefaces, information 
design, imagery, places, experiences, consumer goods, etc. 
Include 2–3 “case studies” — these are inspirational exam-
ples of successful, exciting campaigns — they do not have 
to be the same topic but must offer you reference and inspi-
ration that is helpful to you. Post these to flickr.
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Term-Long Project > refer to rubric  
QUICK OVERVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS

>  Present a min of 8 types of information structures

>  Create an experiential/reflective artifact

>  Increase the data density (amount of information per unit 
area / # of dimensions represented)

>  Create a call to action, to create an action in the viewer. 
Use a conceptual solution to do so. 

>  Present solutions, ways and possibilities for improving  
a situation. Present compelling ideas.

 
OUTCOME:  Propose, suggest, or inform the audience of 
possible solutions, messages, ideas, or theories related to the 
selected topic that motivate the audience to respond. Create  
a captivating experience for your audience.


